Below, is the typical communication sent by scammers to induce translators to
send them their CVs (which they will scam with their own names and emails) and
cover letter (knowing they can't write anything in proper English, the "cover
letter" will then be used as the body of their scamming emails).
Click for more info about this gang here.

PRESENTATION EMAIL
Dear translator,
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This is Abeer Mohamed from Power Translations; it is a company that can present a lot of
project offers easily and continuously. What you can do is only sending your brilliant CV. and
Cover Letter for our email then you will reach the top of success to get many projects you hope.
So we are a trustful medium between you and the clients. But I will be grateful if you give me the
permission to make some changes of small details that will never weaken your respected CV.
and I promise you that the most win and the highest earns will be for you. Beside the above
mentioned, you will deal with a comfortable and a punctual team of a long experience and a
golden translation with you, of course. However, be sure that you are dealing with an honest
company and please trust us because we give you a legal step to get good job. You will be a
lucky translator as well as we, if you agree.
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Best wishes,
Abeer Mohamed
http://www.powertranslations.net/
abeer@powertranslations.net
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It is an honor for me to work with you, and I am waiting for to hearing from you.
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Can you give us permission, authorization and agreement in order for us to send your CV to our
clients?
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If yes, we will remove your contact details to avoid direct contacts with clients. In this case, we
will use a free email which will be put inside your CV in order to receive projects and therefore
we will reply on your behalf.
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We can also email your certificates if needed to clients on your behalf. We will give you the
projects and in cases when you are not available, we will give the projects to other translators.
If you agree, you will be considered as a close team member and consequently you will be
eligible for any developmental plan. This is part of group work based on mutual cooperation
because the translation market is full of competition.
Please let me know so that we start work. If you agree, sign this authorization and agreement
document.
Your name
Your signature

